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Abstract
Previous research indicated that corrective information can provoke a so-called “backfire effect” in which respondents more strongly endorsed a misperception about a controversial political or scientific issue when their beliefs or predispositions were challenged. I show how subsequent research and media coverage seized on this finding,
distorting its generality and exaggerating its role relative to other factors in explaining the durability of political misperceptions. To the contrary, an emerging research
consensus finds that corrective information is typically at least somewhat effective
at increasing belief accuracy when received by respondents. However, the research
I review suggests that the accuracy-increasing effects of corrective information like
fact-checks often do not last or accumulate; instead, they frequently appear to decay
or be overwhelmed by cues from elites and the media promoting more congenial but
less accurate claims. As a result, misperceptions typically persist in public opinion for
years after they have been debunked. Given these realities, the primary challenge for
scientific communication is not to prevent backfire effects but instead to understand
how to target corrective information better and to make it more effective. Ultimately,
however, the best approach is to disrupt the formation of linkages between group
identities and false claims and to reduce the flow of cues reinforcing those claims
from elites and the media. Doing so will require a shift from a strategy focused on
providing information to the public to one that considers the roles of intermediaries
in forming and maintaining belief systems.

Why are misperceptions about contentious issues in politics and science seemingly so
persistent and difficult to correct? Scholars, journalists, and educators all struggle to
overcome the prevalence of these false or unsupported beliefs, which plague issues ranging from climate change to genetically modified food [1]. These beliefs, which are often
closely related to identities and belief systems such as partisanship [2], can undermine
the factual basis for public debate, distort mass opinion, and warp public policy.
One response to the prevalence of mistaken beliefs is to try to set the record straight
by providing accurate information — for instance, by providing evidence of the scientific
consensus on climate change. The failures of this approach, which is sometimes referred
to as the “deficit model” in science communication, are well-known [3]. A particular concern is that people may be especially skeptical of such information when it contradicts
their predispositions or existing beliefs and reason toward a preferred conclusion, especially when the issue is especially salient or identity-relevant [4, 5]. This resistance, we
might suspect, helps prevent such information from having the intended effect of reducing people’s misperceptions.
In 2010, Jason Reifler and I published an article testing the effects of this approach
in the journal Political Behavior that randomly varied exposure to corrective information
about controversial issues in mock news articles [6]. In two of the five studies we conducted, we observed what we called a “backfire effect” in which correction exposure
actually increased belief in the targeted misperception among groups that were predisposed to believe the claim. As I show below, these results were frequently interpreted as
the primary explanation for why misperceptions are so persistent.
However, the scientific literature — including subsequent research Reifler and I have
conducted — does not support the interpretation that backfire effects explain the prevalence and durability of misperceptions. In this article, I first show how interpretations of
our article quickly outstripped the findings in the study. I then summarize the emerging
consensus that exposure to corrective information typically generates modest but significant improvements in belief accuracy. The persistence of misperceptions, I argue, is
more likely to be attributable to a failure to reach people with corrective information
that durably changes their mind. The interaction of elite information flows and simple
heuristics like partisanship tend to incline people toward holding congenial beliefs about
controversial issues. In addition, research has revealed substantial targeting problems in
fact-checks reaching people who hold misconceptions and rapid decay effects after correction exposure. As a result, we rarely observe consistent and systematic reduction in
mistaken beliefs over time. However, I conclude by documenting communication approaches that the evidence suggests might be more effective at creating durable belief
change — most notably, discouraging elites from promoting false claims or linking them
to salient political and group identities.

The prevalence and importance of misperceptions
Though we lack a systematic census of misperceptions or measures of their prevalence
over time, surveys show that belief in salient false or unsupported factual claims appears
to be widespread in the United States [7] and around the world [8, 9]. These beliefs are fre1

quently correlated with people’s group identities and belief systems. In a March 2018 poll
in the U.S. [10], for instance, 82% of Democrats but only 29% of Republicans agreed with
the intelligence community conclusion that Russia created and spread fake news stories
to help Donald Trump win the 2016 presidential election. Conversely, 66% of Democrats
endorsed the politically congenial but unsupported claim that Russia tampered with vote
tallies compared to just 18% of Republicans. Internationally, one recent global survey of
100 countries found that 32% of people who have heard of the Holocaust think it is a myth
or greatly exaggerated, including 63% in the Middle East and North Africa and 64% of
Muslims in the region [11, 12]. Similarly, supporters of populist parties and leaders are
less likely to endorse the scientific consensus on the threat posed by climate change than
other people in Europe and the United States [13].
Why do people so frequently believe these false claims? Research conducted to date
suggests that cognitive and memory limitations, directional motivations to defend or support some group identity or existing belief, and messages from other people and political
elites all play critical roles in the spread of misinformation [2, 14, 15]. These factors may be
especially difficult to overcome in the contemporary period, which combines historic levels of political polarization in the U.S. with communication technology that allows false
information to move further and faster than ever before [16, 17]. Even though evidence
indicates that most people are not trapped in “echo chambers” of like-minded information [18], misinformation may still be more likely to outrun society’s defenses and to be
integrated into people’s belief systems under these circumstances.
At the macro level, misperceptions can play an important role in debates over public policy. One of the most well-known examples is climate change, where the U.S. is
an outlier both in the proportion of the population that believes that human activity is
its primary cause and in its support for measures to address the crisis [19, 20]. Though
definitively establishing the relationship between misperception belief and national climate policy is difficult, research indicates that this association holds at the individual
level and that experimentally-induced changes in belief in climate change are associated
with greater support for policy action [21]. More recently, the debate over end of life care
was upended by the “death panel” myth, a false claim popularized by former Alaska governor Sarah Palin [22]. After this claim became widespread, a provision was withdrawn
from the Affordable Care Act that would have provided Medicare coverage for voluntary
meetings with doctors to discuss end-of-life care options (a proposal that previously attracted bipartisan support). A subsequent regulation to cover these meetings was again
withdrawn after 2011 for fear of further controversy before being finally instituted in 2015
[23, 24].

“The backfire effect”: Findings versus interpretations
The durability of misperceptions is especially concerning. Survey evidence indicates that
false beliefs about high-profile issues often persist for years or decades despite extensive efforts by journalists, scientists, and public officials to set the record straight. In the
aftermath of the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003, for example, the American government
concluded that Saddam Hussein’s government did not possess significant weapons of
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mass destruction (WMD) and was not conducting an active WMD program [25]. These
findings were widely publicized at the time and in the years since the invasion. However,
a 2015 poll found that 42% of Americans, including 51% of Republicans, still believed that
U.S. troops found WMDs in Iraq [26]. A similar pattern was observed in polling about
Barack Obama’s religion. Even though the former President was an avowed Christian
who regularly went to church, rumors circulated widely that he was a secret Muslim.
Despite all the disconfirming evidence that was available online and in media coverage,
a poll conducted in 2015, the seventh year of Obama’s presidency, found that only 39%
of Americans identified Obama as Christian and 29% of Americans (including 43% of
Republicans) said he was Muslim [27].
One potential explanation for the persistence of these misperceptions is that the media frequently fails to aggressively fact-check false statements by political elites or resorts
to neutral “he said,” “she said” coverage of factual disputes [28, 29]. To examine this
hypothesis, Reifler and I conducted a series of five experiments in 2005 and 2006 with
undergraduates at a Catholic university in the Midwest [6]. In each one, respondents
were asked to read a realistic mock news article in which a prominent political figure
made a dubious claim about a controversial issue such as the war in Iraq or stem cell research. These articles were experimentally manipulated so that some included a passage
debunking the statement by the elite in question. Though it is difficult to isolate the effects
of directional motivations [30], the evidence we observed was consistent with such an account — in three of the five experiments, exposure to corrective information was most
effective among respondents who found the correction to be ideologically congenial (e.g.,
liberals for a correction of George W. Bush on Iraq). In two of the studies, the estimated
marginal effect of exposure to corrective information was significant in the opposite of the
expected direction — a so-called “backfire effect.” However, this effect was not observed
in the other three studies.
Based on these results, we concluded that “corrective information in news reports may
fail to reduce misperceptions and can sometimes increase them for the ideological group
most likely to hold those misperceptions” and called for further research on how to most
effectively reduce misperceptions. In the years since the study’s publication, the results
have frequently interpreted, however, as showing that that all corrections are counterproductive or that backfire effects are the primary cause of the persistence of misperceptions
(our findings do not support either claim). ABC News, for instance, summarized our
findings as follows: “when we encounter facts that contradict those beliefs, the facts are
either ignored or twisted to support our positions” [31].

Revising the record on backfire
Our initial backfire study has often been interpreted to mean that these effects are widespread.
However, subsequent research since the initial study strongly suggests that backfire effects are extremely rare in practice. Most notably, an extensive replication and extension
study conducted by other researchers found that no evidence of backfire effects in response to corrective information across numerous experiments [32]. Reifler and I collaborated with the authors in a subsequent study which similarly found that exposure to
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corrective information contradicting a statement by President Trump reduced misperceptions about the prevalence of crime regardless of which candidate respondents supported
[33].
Subsequent studies have shown that corrective information can also increase belief accuracy when conveyed in fact-checking articles as well as novel presentation formats such
as graphics, corrections that provide alternate causal explanations, and fact-checking labels on social media platforms [34–36]. These findings are consistent with meta-analyses
showing that corrections are moderately effective in improving the accuracy of people’s
factual beliefs, though effects are reduced when the information provided concerns realworld politics and may be inflated by publication bias [37, 38]. Notably, exposure to information about the scientific consensus supporting anthropogenic climate change leads to
greater expressed belief in these facts [21]. Similarly, recent research has found that people’s self-awareness of their (lack of) knowledge is greater than earlier research indicated,
though the least informed people are most likely to overestimate their performance [39–
41]. This meta-awareness of one’s lack of knowledge would similarly suggest that people
can in some cases recognize what they do not know when presented with contradictory
or uncongenial information.
If people will often update their beliefs based on factual information when presented
with it directly, why are opinions so polarized? First, misperceptions do not necessarily
cause opinion polarization; in many cases, people may accept false claims because they are
congenial to their opinions and predispositions. Moreover, even people who are misinformed are often willing to update their beliefs. Recent studies indicate that exposure to
factual information often induces parallel changes in opinions across partisan and ideological groups rather than backlash [42]. In these studies, respondents often update their
beliefs but interpret the information they receive in an attitude-consistent manner — for
instance, by assigning blame or responsibility for the facts in question in a manner that is
consistent with their political views [43–45] or by expressing distrust in the credibility of
the information they have learned [33, 46]. As a result of dissonance-reducing processes
like these and/or a lack of willingness to reexamine one’s views, people’s opinions about
an issue sometimes do not change even if their factual beliefs become more accurate,
though findings vary on this point [21, 33, 47, 48]. Future research must do more to identify the types of issues and contexts that encourage opinion change rather than motivated
interpretations of evidence, which may include issue salience, prior issue knowledge, or
even differences in levels of partisan polarization between countries [39, 47, 49].

Other potential explanations for misperception persistence
If backfire effects do not explain the persistence of misperceptions, what does? Why don’t
the encouraging results that are often observed in studies of corrective information translate more often into reduced belief in false claims among the public as a whole? Though
questions about causes of effects are not easy to answer directly [50], other factors should
instead be considered and further research conducted to evaluate their effects on misperception persistence. As I argue below, expressive survey responses do not seem to play
a major role, whereas over-time decay in the effects of corrective information, problems
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in targeting it to people who consume misinformation, ongoing flows of misperceptionenhancing cues from political elites, and failures in cognitive ability and processing effort
all appear to be significant factors.

Expressive responding
One potential explanation is that respondents are responding expressively, providing answers in surveys that indicate what they would like to be true or trolling rather than indicating what they sincerely believe [51]. A minority of respondents are clearly willing to
express views they later disavow or that clearly indicate an expressive response [52, 53].
A common approach to try to isolate this so-called partisan cheerleading is to pay people
for correct answers to factual knowledge questions [46, 54, 55]. These studies typically
find reduced levels of partisan belief polarization when incentives are offered, leading
the authors to infer the expressed levels of partisan polarization we often observe in factual beliefs reflect expressive responding. However, the mechanism for these findings is
unclear. For instance, prior studies find mixed evidence on whether accuracy is increased
by financial incentives, suggesting that respondents are not necessarily withholding what
they know to be true. They may instead be exerting more cognitive effort or changing the
guessing strategy they employ in a manner that differs from what we observe in the real
world, where strong accuracy incentives are typically absent. Moreover, reported misperceptions decrease only modestly in response to incentives when beliefs about more salient
factual disputes are measured, suggesting that views about such matters, which are often the misperceptions of greatest substantive concern, are largely sincere [56]. Similarly,
costly forms of behavior in fields such as finance seem to vary in a manner consistent with
sincere partisan differences in belief, suggesting that the views expressed in surveys are
not merely expressive [57].

Decay effects and cues from political elites
An alternate account of the durability of false beliefs might emphasize the tendency for
the effects of information exposure to dissipate over time or to be overwhelmed by cues
from political elites. Corrections typically only partly diminish the effects of misinformation even when beliefs are measured immediately after exposure [37]. These effects
can last for weeks in some cases [48, 58, 59], but often fade over time. As a result, respondents tend to revert to their prior beliefs or to views that are congenial with their
partisanship or group identity. By contrast, members of the public often receive ongoing flows of messages from elites who share their partisanship or ideology that promote
politically congenial misperceptions [22, 60]. Consider the false claims of the so-called
“birther” movement that Barack Obama was not born in the U.S., which created a myth
that resonated among Republican identifiers and members of the public with negative
racial attitudes [61]. In April 2011, Obama released his long form birth certificate from
the state of Hawaii, providing further proof of his eligibility to serve as President. Belief
that he was born in the U.S. accordingly increased immediately after the birth certificate’s
release, but reverted to prior levels by 2012 even though the myth had been falsified in an
unusually definitive manner [62, 63].
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Failures in targeting corrective information
These elite messaging and decay effects are likely compounded by targeting problems in
delivering corrective information. With the exception of a few high-profile controversies,
people rarely receive ongoing exposure to fact-checks or news reports that debunk false
claims, which often are disseminated widely by political elites or on social media [2, 64].
As a result, the audience for fact-checks does not seem to be matched to the people who
are exposed to the claims in question. In the weeks before the 2016 election, for instance,
fewer than half of the Americans who visited an untrustworthy website also visited one
of the major national fact-checking websites. Moreover, only 3% of those who read an
article from an untrustworthy website that had been fact-checked also read the fact-check
[65]. By contrast, the volume of information that a minority of Americans consume from
these websites, which frequently promote misperceptions, can be extreme — untrustworthy websites constituted approximately 20% of the news diets of Americans with the
most conservative information diets in the pre-election period in 2016 [65] (versus a vanishingly small percentage for the rest of the population). This set of highly politically
interested individuals make up a relatively small portion of the population but may be
especially visible or influential in conversations with others conducted in person and online [66, 67]. For example, the combination of sparse exposure to corrective information in
the mainstream media most people consume and intense flows of congenial misinformation in allied media outlets (e.g., Fox News) might help explain the persistence of climate
change denial in a large fraction of the public [68].

Failures of cognitive ability and processing effort
Finally, people may often fall victim to misperceptions because of failures of cognitive
ability and processing effort rather than motivated processing of corrective information.
Recent studies indicate that lower levels of analytic thinking (as measured by the Cognitive Reflection test) are associated with higher accuracy ratings for false news headlines
[69, 70]. In addition, prior exposure to news headlines leads to greater perceptions of their
accuracy due to the use of a low-effort heuristic in which truth is inferred from feelings
of familiarity [71]. Conversely, people who are encouraged to engage in deliberation are
less likely to believe false headlines than those who respond immediately, suggesting that
greater cognitive effort helps respondents identify false claims. These findings raise important questions about the relative roles of analytic thinking and directionally motivated
reasoning in misperception belief. One important factor may be the difference between
news articles (as tested in the backfire effect research) and headlines. The latter, which are
more commonly encountered in the era of social media and which convey less information, may be especially likely to be processed using heuristics that require little cognitive
effort or distorted via social transmission [72]. By contrast, highly salient issues and engaging stimuli may more commonly provoke respondents to engage in effortful forms
of processing, especially if heuristic cues suggest politically uncongenial conclusions that
motivated respondents wish to avoid [5]. The relationship between levels of processing
effort, analytical ability, and updating based on corrective information are important topics for future research.
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Alternate strategies for reducing misperceptions
The findings described above suggest that fact-checks and other types of corrective information are at least somewhat effective. Contrary to media coverage of the “backfire
effect,” subsequent research finds that people are often willing to revise mistaken beliefs when given accurate information. However, these findings do not always cumulate into lasting reductions in many prominent false beliefs. To better achieve this goal,
scientists, journalists, and educators should pursue alternate communication approaches
that research suggests might more effectively counter misinformation — minimizing false
claims and partisan and ideological cues in discussion of factual disputes and highlighting corrective information that is hard for people to avoid or deny.

Minimize elite misinformation and partisan cues
First, any effort to counter misperceptions must recognize the role that elites that play in
promoting false beliefs and linking them to people’s political identities. A case in point
is climate change, an issue on which beliefs have polarized in a manner consistent with
a process of elite-led opinion leadership [73]. Most notably, belief polarization is highest
among people who are the most politically attentive and thus most likely to receive and
accept cues from elites who share their worldview [60]. These messages from partisan
elites, which have become more polarized over time, are likely to diminish the effects
of fact-checking either by encouraging directionally motivated reasoning or shaping the
priors of group members in a manner that reduces their responsiveness to corrective information [30, 74]. Indeed, it is the people with the highest levels of science knowledge
who are most polarized on climate change, which suggests that the cues these more sophisticated individuals receive about the beliefs held by the political group with which
they identify trump the evidence they might otherwise consider [75].
News coverage should therefore seek to avoid amplifying false claims and reduce the
incidence of partisan and ideological cues when discussing matters of fact and science —
for instance, by resisting the habit of balancing messages from experts on issues where
scientific consensus exists with citations to polarizing opponents [68]. Party cues have
become more common, for instance, in media coverage of climate change [60, 74], which
encourage people to side with their adherents of their preferred party or ideology rather
than evaluating the facts dispassionately [76]. These kinds of cues may be especially
common in “balanced” reporting, which tends to overrepresent the prevalence of unsupported perspectives in factual disputes like climate change where a strong consensus of
expert opinion and evidence exists [28].
Instead, reporters and science communicators should emphasize the views of nonpartisan experts. An ABC News story on the “death panel” myth in 2009, for instance,
only briefly mentioned the partisan sources of the claim [77]. Instead, the headline stated
that “Experts Debunk Health Care Reform Bill’s ‘Death Panel’ Rule,” noting that “Doctors
Agree Health Bill Has No ‘Death Panel’ Requirement for the Elderly.” The second paragraph of the story further noted the presence of surprising expert sources contradicting
the claim, stating that “even [experts] who do not support the version of the health care
reform bill now being discussed” believe “these accusations are shocking, inflammatory
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and incorrect.”

Make corrections harder to avoid or deny
These strategies are likely to prove most effective when applied to sources and contexts in
which people cannot easily avoid or disbelieve uncongenial information. Partisans tend
to diverge in how they view the state of the economy, but to converge when it is unusually strong or weak, which creates a reality that is hard for either side to deny [44, 78].
Similarly, most Americans have been forced to recognize that extreme weather events are
becoming more common, though they still diverge in whether they believe anthropogenic
climate change is the primary cause [79]. Messages drawing attention to potentially unwelcome facts like these may also be more credible when coming from unexpected or
trusted sources like local weather forecasters (on climate change; [80]) or internal tobacco
company documents (on how smoking causes cancer). Finally, personal experiences can
be similarly powerful — many Americans attribute their changed views on gay marriage
to personal experiences with people they know who identify as gay or lesbian [81]. It is
likely that many people have also have known someone with a smoking-related illness
given the mortality and morbidity associated with tobacco use, which could contribute to
the overwhelming consensus among the public that smoking causes cancer [82].

An intermediary-focused approach to fighting false beliefs
The strategies described above are not enough, however. Corrective information seems to
only rarely cause backfire effects among the public, but its effects are often modest, decay
relatively quickly, and fail to cumulate into sustained decreases in many common misperceptions. Fact-checkers, journalists, and science communicators should thus complement
their public-facing efforts with what I call an intermediary-focused approach that targets
the political elites who play a critical role in belief and opinion formation.
One important strategy is to increase the political costs of making false claims by sanctioning political elites who do so in a more salient and public manner. Elected officials are
highly responsive to the threat of negative news coverage [83–86]. Applying high-profile
scrutiny to elite rhetoric can thus potentially help to deter them from promoting misinformation. One field experiment found that state legislators who were sent reminders
of the reputational threat posed by fact-checkers in their state were less likely to make
claims that were fact-checked or questioned publicly [87]. There are many potential ways
of accomplishing this goal. For example, providing fact-check statistics showing that a
politician has repeatedly made false statements is more damaging to their standing with
the public than a fact-check of a single false claim [88]. Conducting live fact-checking during political programming, integrating fact-checks into mainstream news coverage rather
than relegating it to specialized websites and sidebar articles, and prominently featuring
fact-checks in search results could similarly increase the salience of fact-checks and the
potential damage they could inflict on politicians’ reputations. In some cases, endorsing
a discredited claim may become sufficiently costly that politicians are forced to repudiate
it. In fall 2016, for instance, Donald Trump finally disavowed the “birther” myth, which
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seemed to help reduce false beliefs among the public that Barack Obama was not born in
the United States [89].
It would also be valuable to disrupt the process within parties and ideological groups
by which false claims become established components in group messages — for instance,
by giving voice to stakeholders who possess credibility inside a party to communicate
the relevant evidence or science. Consider the issue of genetically modified organisms
(GMOs), an issue on which factual beliefs could become polarized along partisan lines.
The majority of the public in the U.S. questions the safety of GMO foods despite the scientific consensus that they are safe to eat [90], but these views are relatively low-salience and
there is no consistent divide between partisans in the U.S. in doubts about the safety of
GMOs [91]. The status quo appears vulnerable, however, to a process that could deepen
these misperceptions and link them more closely to public policy. Activism in support of
GMO labeling initiatives is heavily concentrated among Democrats and liberals [92]. It
is plausible that the issue could be politicized in the U.S. through a process of “conflict
extension” in which activists promote a new issue to allied elected officials, which in turn
motivates other activists to adopt similar views [93]. Once these views become consensus positions among activists and elites, they often generate countervailing opposition
among the opposition party. This process of polarization among activists and elites can
then induce a similar process among attentive party identifiers, creating a widening public divide on issues that did not previously separate the parties and encouraging efforts
by elites to make corresponding changes in public policy [94]. In practice, the process of
conflict extension often includes not just positions on policy issues but associated factual
claims. Just as opposition to proposed measures to climate change was often bundled
with denial of its existence, so too may support for mandatory GMO labeling initiatives
become bundled with unsupported claims about the risks of eating GMO foods.
Current approaches to reducing misperceptions about GMOs appear to suffer from
similar limitations to other efforts to provide corrective information described above.
Most notably, they focus on communicating factual and scientific evidence directly to
the public, but this information is often unpersuasive and poorly targeted. As with climate change, these messages are often most likely to be received by and persuasive to
audiences that are less likely to hold misperceptions (e.g., readers of science-oriented
publications and fact-checking websites). Any effects that corrective information about
GMO safety does have are likely to dissipate quickly, moreover, as people revert toward
their prior views of the issue. Most fundamentally, messages targeted directly to the public may not effectively counter the flow of messages from activists and political elites that
seek to link opposition to GMOs — including scientifically unsupported claims about the
risks they pose — to people’s partisan and ideological worldviews. Because these messages will often come from like-minded elites from whom the public takes cues, they are
likely to have more lasting effects on beliefs than summaries of facts and evidence and
could potentially to entrenched and durable misperceptions.
An intermediary-focused approach to countering misperceptions about GMOs and
preventing belief polarization on the issue would seek to amplify third parties who could
speak effectively to liberal concerns. These more credible sources could include public
commentators with scientific credibility and liberal sympathies [95] as well as activists
and professionals who could describe applications of GMO technology that are appeal9

ing to liberal values (e.g., reducing environmental damage in crop production or increasing the food supply for vulnerable populations). For instance, exposure to a conversion
narrative about a former anti-GMO activist increased perceptions of the strength of his
argument about the benefits of GMO crops compared to an account that omitted his prior
views [96]. It would also be valuable to strengthen the incentives to accurately present
GMO science among these intermediaries, who are, like politicians, often sensitive to reputational concerns. However, any such fact-checking will be most effective if it originates
with credible sources from within their ideological, partisan, or professional communities. (A similar account can be offered on the right — farmers and businesses will be
more credible in countering false GMO claims originating in the conservative movement
and the Republican Party than scientists who are perceived as overwhelmingly liberal.)
All of the above strategies describe how to prevent belief polarization from emerging
on an issue, but a corresponding approach could be taken to counter belief polarization
when it has already taken hold. On the issue of climate change, for instance, fact-checks
and messaging emphasizing the scientific consensus have failed to substantially reduce
belief polarization on the issue. Efforts to reduce misperceptions might instead seek to
amplify credible voices who share group identities or political worldviews with groups
whose members frequently doubt anthropogenic climate change. Notable examples include Katharine Hayhoe, an evangelical climate scientist, and Bob Inglis, a former Republican member of Congress turned climate activist. More such advocates are needed,
however, such as GOP-affiliated farmers and corporate leaders who could speak on how
climate change is affecting their businesses or former military leaders who could discuss
the threats to national security created by climate-related disruptions. While these voices
may seem rare, polarization can reverse when fissures emerge in a coalition and elites disavow a previously consensus position. For instance, as evidence mounted that gay marriage posed no social threat and was becoming increasingly popular, national Republican
politicians largely abandoned their messages in opposition to it, including unsupported
claims about the harms it poses. Public opinion has correspondingly shifted; beliefs that
gay marriage would undermine the traditional American family declined from 56% in
2003 to 46% in 2013 while beliefs that same-sex parents can be as good parents as heterosexual couples increased from 54% to 64% [81].
What this approach highlights is the key dynamic in countering false beliefs about
politics and other controversial issues — the configuration of information flows to the
public. Even if backfire effects are rare, fact-checking struggles to overcome the inertia of
public opinion absent unusually strong evidence that people become aware of and find
difficult to deny (e.g., an economic crisis), particularly given the countervailing effects of
group identity on issues for which belief polarization is common. Providing corrective
information is generally worthwhile and can often improve belief accuracy on the margin, but reducing misperceptions at the macro level will often require changing the cues
people receive from the sources they most trust. Doing so will in turn require journalists and science communicators to focus less on communicating directly to the public and
more on the intermediaries that are most credible to people who hold or are vulnerable
to false beliefs.
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